
DAC-Modem Cable

As Steve has mentioned, it's possible to build a cable that attempts to solve some the problem of the antenna locking onto the wrong satellite.  The Modems have a relay in them that transitions when the Modem goes from lock to unlock or vice versa.  Some might call the Modem lock "four green lights", and it should not be confused the antenna lock, which is done by the DAC.  Along with a few other parts, this relay can create a signal the tells the DAC to do something.  We are going to use it to tell the the DAC that it's looking at the wrong satellite.  There may be ways to do this other than what is explained here.  Some may work, some may be simpler.  This is what worked on the Knorr.

Remember and understand this statement:

"Auto threshold programming code runs whenever the antenna is targeting or searching, integrating the average AGC over the past 6 seconds. When the AGC rises faster than the auto-threshold can adjust the sum (THRES= plus ) is saved as the current Threshold for the system."  

Everything depends on this.


See the photos of Dac-Modem cable and is a pdf which is a schematic.   This was originally built for a DAC-97.  It has been tested on a DAC-03 and a DAC-2200 (or whatever the Ku on Oceanus has.)  It works on all three DACs, but not always the same way.  Also, I think the connectors may have different names on the Ku band.  And there are definitely some typos in the schematic.  Should be J3 on the DAC, not J2.  So use your head, don't just follow this blindly.

Basically, we are building a cable from the 15 pin alarm connector on the Modem to J3, the 25 pin (ship gyro) connection on the DAC.  J3 is also the connector otherwise used for the ribbon cable that goes to the Terminal Mounting Strip Assembly.  So, if you are using the Terminal Mounting Strip Assembly, these instructions won't work.  Just use the original drawing supplied by Steve, which does use it, and is what this was derived from.  We don't have the Terminal Mounting Strip Assembly, so this is basically just running the wires directly.  It's probably a good idea to look at the original  drawing anyway.  You might want to consult the schematics in the DAC manual as well.

One also needs to pull 12(24?) volts off of pin 9 of J11 on the DAC.  This is the single yellow wire in the pictures.

How it works.
There is a page in the DAC manual about this; "AGC & GND - External AGC, or Modem Lock, input".  This cable does NOT work that way.  It's been a while since I worked this out, but I have a vague memory that, at least for DAC-97, it did not work as indicated.  But it could be that I was doing it wrong at the time.  What the cable DOES do is lower the AGC when the modem is not locked. Everything that happens is derived from that action.  (if it helps, you can also think of it as raising the AGC when the modem IS locked.  whatever works...)   In the case of the DAC-03 and the DAC-2200, it drops the AGC about 600-800 points.  For the DAC-97, it only drops it about 200 points.  It's this AGC drop that causes the system to go into search mode, (and eventually re-target), and _not_ some special command that simply calls re-target mode directly.  (which would be nice, and seems to be what the manual says.)

Particularly in the case of the DAC-97, the drop in AGC by itself is not enough to guarantee the system will never lock on the wrong satellite.  You also have to set the Auto Threshold higher.  Much higher, probably about 250.  Why? Because even though you are suppressing the AGC of any adjacent satellites, you are also suppressing the threshold setting when the it's set with autothreshold.   It's possible that an adjacent satellite could be very strong, (stronger than our satellite), and still grab the DAC lock.  For instance, our satellite might give us about 1875 for AGC, with the threshold (auto)set to about 1750.  If the adjacent satellite produces a "normal" agc of 2000, it will be suppressed to about 1800 by the cable.  But, this is still high enough to get a lock.  If the auto-threshold is set much higher, then the threshold setting will end up higher, say 1850, which will not allow the adjacent satellite to get a lock with the DAC.   

Admittedly, I find the above explanation very hard to wrap my head around, (and I wrote it).  And you may have realized by now the the threshold settings get changed by the cable as well, since the modem is not locked when the threshold is set.  Plus, there is the fact that there are two different ways that the threshold gets set, and they lead to the threshold being set to different values.

First way: when you or the system retarget, the system looks at deep space and sets the threshold by adding the autothreshold setting to the deepspace AGC.  (DeepSpaceAGC + Autothreshold = Threshhold)  It then drives the antenna directly to the calculated position of the satellite _without_ changing the threshold.  If the targeting is good, it finds the satellite, locks immediately, and the threshold remains unchanged.

Second way:  When the DAC times-out on low AGC.  This can happen with poor targeting, blockage, bad heading input, etc..  The time-out is the search delay time.  I cannot find this in any SeaTel manual, but in the SeaTel class handout it says this:  "Auto threshold programming code runs whenever the antenna is targeting or searching, integrating the average AGC over the past 6 seconds. When the AGC rises faster than the auto-threshold can adjust the sum (THRES= plus ) is saved as the current Threshold for the system."  (note: this is slightly wrong, the system does not run the "Auto threshold programming code" when targeting or retargeting.)  This concept of integrating the average AGC over a short time period is EXTREMELY important to how the Dac-Modem cable operates.  Or for that matter, how the system locks in general.  This is why setting the auto-threshold too high prevents the system from locking.  In order for the threshold to lock, the AGC has to rise fairly fast.  As the antenna scans around looking for a signal, it starts to cross the edge of the satellite signal.  If it just catches the edge, the AGC won't rise fast enough to lock the threshold.  But if it tracks right over the satellite, then there is a big signal boost, the threshold locks, and the AGC should now be large enough to for the DAC to lock and track.

OK, got that?  Now for a different way to think about it.

Think of the Dac-Modem cable as a system that boosts the AGC when the Modem gets a lock.  This means that the AGC makes a big jump when the dish sees the satellite and the Modem locks.  Since the signal from the Modem-lock is simply a switch, it creates a very sudden and steep increase in the AGC.  The threshold immediately locks, because of the large, steep jump in AGC.  In fact, the jump is so large enough that we can safely set our auto-threshold setting much higher, possibly as high as 250.   (might need to be a bit lower on the DAC-97)

So, how does the cable work in this case?  (One), the big drop in AGC when off target puts most other signals below the threshold.  However, because the AGC is low when the the threshold is selected, the threshold will also be low.  Some satellites will still be strong enough get a lock.  Realistically though, the only way for this to happen is for the initial targeting to be so far off that it lands on the wrong satellite.  If the system is searching and the threshold it being set by averaging the last six seconds, it won't get a lock because (two), the AGC will never rise fast enough for the threshold to lock.  Eventually the search will finish and the system will re-target.

Summary.
Build, install cable.  Set the auto-threshold very high.  Make sure that your targeting is at least reasonably good.  Do not set the search delay too low.  If it is, and if the targeting is not good, the system will not have time to lock.  (It will not get modem lock initially, but, it might be close enough so that the normal tracking algorithm will move it in the correct direction, given some time.  Like 30 seconds or more.)

There may be some other way to make this work, I'm still planning on looking at some them when I get more time.  For instance, give the large drop in AGC on/off target, maybe one could just set the threshold manually.  I have not tried this, but it might be simple and elegant.   I also have not tried using the cable as SeaTel states, where it just initiates a retarget.  Now that we are using a DAC-03 instead of the DAC-97, I may try that again.  Both of these ideas sound good to me, but one caveat:  I've seen the system appear to work perfectly for months, but then some particular situation arises and things go funny.  And of course, once one looks at the new problem, it's somehow (in hindsight) completely obvious.  The antenna system is complex, with a lot of feedback loops.
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